Functional Changes in the Human Body in the Model of Acute Respiratory Infection
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Abstract

The prevalence of sharp respiratory diseases is very wide. The disease affects all age groups of the population. It is known that every adult man per year is sick of a sharp respiratory disease from 2 to 4 times. This forms a greater danger of complications in the lungs-free and creates a large number of cases of disability, and therefore gives material damage. The effect on the organism of the causative agent of acute respiratory viral infection can vary significantly depending on the etiology, age of the patient, the state of his immune system, and the presence of concomitant diseases. Against the background of the height of the disease, symptoms of intoxication prevail: chills, a sharp headache with overwhelming localization in the frontal region and temples, muscle aches, sometimes in joints, pain when the eyeballs move or when pressure is applied to them, lacrimation, severe weakness, and fatigue. With acute respiratory disease, intoxication, hemorrhagic and respiratory syndromes are developing. The relative benignness and short-term flow of this disease leads to the fact that the majority of patients do not seek medical attention. For this reason, it is far from always possible to diagnose the species affiliation of the pathogen.
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Introduction

The incidence of influenza and acute respiratory viral infections is widespread, with the inclusion of all age groups in the epidemic process (Amelina and Medvedev, 2009). Each adult carries sharp respiratory diseases from 2 to 4 times a year, which is associated with the possibility of pathological and other vital organs (Boldov et al., 2018), the onset of temporary disability and material damage (Karpov et al., 2018).

In 2016, more than 34 million cases of infectious diseases were registered in Russia, which is 5.8% higher than the 2015 indicator (Makhov and Medvedev, 2018c; Makhov and Medvedev, 2018d). During the period 2012-2016, the prevalence of acute respiratory diseases ranged from the population of Russia from 19,818.6 (2012) to 21,658.26 (2016) per 100 thousand population (+ 9.3%). In 2016, 21.6% of the Russian population took sharp respiratory diseases (Mal, Kharitonov, et al., 2018; Mal, Vorobyeva, et al., 2018).

Objective

Consider functional changes in the human body with acute respiratory infection.

Materials and Methods

The material for this work was published by published articles in open access. The search for literary sources was conducted in the database of the scientific electronic library eLIBRARY.RU, in the science of scientific information Scopus and in the Scientific Information Base of Web Of Science. The study applied the following methods for obtaining information: induction and deduction, analysis, synthesis and generalizations.

Results and Discussion

Symptoms of acute respiratory disease can vary depending on the etiology and individual characteristics of a person. During the height of the disease, symptoms of intoxication prevail: chills, a sharp headache with overwhelming localization in the frontal region and temples, muscle aches, sometimes in joints, pain when the eyeballs move or when pressure is applied to them, lacrimation,
severe weakness and fatigue (Medvedev, 2018a). The main syndromes in acute respiratory disease is considered to be intoxication, hemorrhagic and respiratory (Medvedev, 2018b).

Intoxication syndrome includes the following symptoms: fever, chills, headache, pain in muscles, weakness (Medvedev, 2018c). Respiratory syndrome includes a cough, which may be accompanied by a burning sensation behind the sternum, hoarseness, and mild serous discharge from the nose (Oshurkova and Medvedev, 2018a). Hemorrhagic syndrome is diverse and is characterized by the appearance of hemorrhages on the mucous membranes at the sites of penetration of viruses and nosebleeds (Oshurkova and Medvedev, 2018b).

The development of hemorrhagic syndrome creates the need for a differential diagnosis with various diseases, not only infectious, with the decision on the nature of the therapy (Stepanova et al., 2018). In influenza, the development of diarrheal syndrome is possible, which is characterized by abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, infrequent loose or diluted stools without pathological impurities, and is not accompanied by dehydration (Vatnikov et al., 2019).

Laboratory confirmation of acute respiratory disease is carried out in a hospital in children to one year, in pregnant women, in patients with chronic diseases of the internal organs (Vorobyeva and Medvedev, 2019). For the diagnosis, a polymerase chain reaction, a method for isolating a viral culture, and a serological method are used (a diagnostically significant increase in titers of neutralizing antibodies by ≥4 times while simultaneously examining paired patient blood serum in standard serological tests - the first on the day of diagnosis, the second after 2-3 weeks), methods of immunofluorescence and enzyme immunoassay (detection of viral antigens in epithelial cells of the nasal passages and conjunctiva) (Vorobyeva and Medvedev, 2018; Arova et al., 2018).

Influenza in a group of acute respiratory viral infections occupies a special place. This is due to the ability of this virus to very strong antigenic variability, which determines the high susceptibility of the population and annual seasonal epidemics of influenza. The influenza virus in the body is able to cause the pathology of almost all organs (Belan and Sadchikova, 2018; Medvedev, 2018d).

The high quality and short duration of the course of the disease contribute to self-medication with alternative and non-prescription drugs, so most patients do not seek medical help and continue to lead their previous lifestyle. The term of an uncomplicated acute respiratory disease reaches 1-1.5 weeks, but without proper treatment can lead to the development of severe complications (Galkin, 2010). Bacterial superinfection often accompanies acute respiratory viral infection, and therefore influenza viruses, respiratory syncytial virus, and some other viral agents determine the incidence of rhinosinusitis and pneumonia. Viral pathology of the lungs often contributes to the exacerbation of chronic pathology of the lungs, which can create the need for a patient's hospitalization (Zhukova, 2010).

Influenza is often characterized by a difficultly predictable course and rapidly developing life-threatening complications. Usually, influenza or influenza-bacterial pneumonia has a severe course, is accompanied by tissue destruction, and is often the cause of death. Bacterial pneumonia against the background of flu often has a favorable course. Often against the background of viral pathology arises acute or aggravation of chronic rhinosinusitis (Zaitsev et al., 2018).

It is very dangerous that the flu can also lead to an exacerbation of any diseases of the cardiovascular system, pancreas, and central nervous system. Flu is especially dangerous for the elderly, newborns, and pregnant women. There is a link between the disease of the flu and hospitalization in connection with the acute myocardial infarction. His risk increases dramatically when infected with the influenza virus type B and type A and other viruses causing respiratory pathology (Komyak, 2015).

Other acute respiratory viral infections can also occur with complications, especially in the elderly, people with chronic diseases, and young children. Acute respiratory diseases of viral etiology lead in 40-50% of cases to pneumonia and in 80% of cases to the exacerbation of the flow of bronchial asthma and in 50-60% of cases to the exacerbation of chronically current bronchitis (Larina et al., 2019).

Given the high incidence and the existing risk of complications of acute respiratory viral infection, in all cases it is necessary to conduct timely diagnostics.

The basic principle for diagnosing influenza and acute respiratory viral infection is to compare the clinical picture of the disease with laboratory diagnostic data. The international classification of diseases-10 provides the code J.11 - "Influenza, the virus is not identified", the diagnosis can be exhibited in the presence of a complex of clinical and epidemiological data. However, in this case, the timely appointment of etiotropic therapy is necessary.

The methods of clinical and laboratory diagnosis of respiratory infections recommended in Russia include the epidemiological (Misyuk et al., 2019). A comparison is made with official epidemiological information on circulating strains of viruses, the emergence of new pathogens, and the timing of the onset of the epidemic. The clinical method is used - the collection of complaints and anamnesis, an objective examination of the patient. Molecular biological methods of diagnostics are used - polymerase chain reaction - diagnostics, based on detection of ribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid of viruses, immunofluorescence and enzyme immunoassay, radioimmunoassay, hemagglutination inhibition test, the reaction of the complement of the back smear from the nasal cavity or for rapid diagnosis of influenza directly during the examination of the patient, as well as rapid diagnosis of beta-hemolytic streptococci, as well as microbiological culture with the determination of the sensitivity of microflora to antimicrobial agents (Selkov, 2019; Glagoleva and Medvedev, 2020).
The severity of the clinical symptoms of the disease is determined by the degree of activity of immune reactions during which effector cytolytic potential for virus-infected target cells using physiologically active microbicidal mediators actions - cationic proteins: enzyme (myeloperoxidase, lysozyme, elastase) and non-enzymatic (lactoferrin, ferritin, dipensins), carrying out a violation of the integrity of the cell membrane of the pathogen and blockade of key metabolic processes in it, thanks to the action neutrophil secreted arachidonic acid metabolism products the pericellular space, stimulating the formation of free radicals and nitric oxide, also necessary for inactivation of the pathogen.

Strengthening oxygen tissue consumption is a protective reaction, but also causes an increase in the level of free radicals, and first of all, the superoxide radical, which damages the tissue and the phagocytes themselves. In reactions involving free radicals, the processes of lipid peroxidation, proteolipids, proteins of cellular structures, and even nucleic acids are enhanced (Mal et al., 2020). The process of disruption of the lipid layer of the cell membranes of the epithelium of the upper respiratory tract and lungs, its surfactant layer, the matrix and barrier properties of intracellular membranes are violated, their permeability increases and disorganization of cell activity develops. The activity of free radical generation is associated, mainly mutagenesis, proteolytic activity, and cytopathic effect viral infection (Bespalov et al., 2018a; Makhov and Medvedev, 2020a).

The change in metabolism and cell function during infection is largely determined by the activation of proteolysis processes in all organs, but especially in lung tissue due to the release of large amounts of proteinases from neutrophilic granulocytes at the borders with air. Violations in the proteolytic control system and a significant increase in the formation of reactive oxygen species are interrelated processes (Bespalov et al., 2018b; Makhov and Medvedev, 2020b).

Conclusion

The effect on the body of an acute respiratory disease varies greatly due to its etiology and individual characteristics of the patient. The main in respiratory diseases are symptoms of intoxication. The main syndromes in acute respiratory disease are considered intoxication, hemorrhagic and respiratory syndromes. The relative short-term course of the disease suggests that most patients do not seek medical help. For this reason, it is far from always possible to diagnose the species affiliation of the pathogen.
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